To Whom It May Concern,

I'm writing in the, now desperate, hope that the planning inspectorate will reconsider the scale of the Cleve Hill Solar Park. If it goes ahead as proposed it looks set to destroy acres of valuable flora and fauna as well as removing yet more valuable space for the enjoyment of nature and peace and quiet. It will be an eyesore too, in an area that currently attracts many visitors to the area, those from inside and outside the region.

Who will maintain the site? What happens when the panels become redundant/stop working? How many (local) jobs will this scheme create? Who profits from this scheme? And why on earth does it need to be the size of, more or less, a hundred football pitches??

I am amongst many citizens who fully support the urgent development of solar and alternative energy industries, especially off-shore - but the scale of this particular site proposal is both incomprehensible and monstrous.

I am registering my objection to this project, in its present form, in the strongest terms.

Yours sincerely,
H R Simms